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This report was prepared with support from Liffe.  Editorial control, however, was in
the hands of the author and the CSFI who remain responsible for its contents.
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Single stock futures,
the ultimate derivative
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The single stock future (SSF) has been described as the ultimate financial derivative: an instrument
which can hedge just one of the thousands of equity securities that are traded in world markets.
How much more refined can you get?

The answer is not much.   But its very ability to fine tune an investment position this far has also
made the single stock future controversial.    SSFs were illegal in the US until mid-2001 because
regulators worried that they could be used to manipulate stock prices.   And even in markets that did
permit them, volumes tended to be small because traders and investors were unsure about their
behaviour.

However, all this is now changing dramatically.     In January 2001, the London International
Financial Futures and Options Exchange (Liffe) launched Universal Stock Futures - a range of SSFs
based on several dozen world-class stocks (the current list is in Appendix I).   This move by one of
the world’s leading derivative exchanges lifted SSFs out of obscurity and placed them firmly on the
international investment menu.   A few months later, the US reversed its ban on SSFs, opening the
way for the large US derivative exchanges to enter the field as well - which they are wasting no time
in doing.

In a matter of months, the landscape for SSFs has been totally transformed, and a large number of
dealers and investors suddenly had a lot of learning to do.    What are these newfangled instruments,
how can they be used, what are the risks, why did the US ban them for so long, where will trading be
concentrated?  Are SSFs set to join interest rate, currency and equity index derivatives as the
financial world’s big hedging and speculative instruments?

This paper aims to supply some answers to these questions.  It also suggests ways that SSFs
might even transform trading in the equity markets in the longer term.

���	�������������	
����	�����

Single stock futures are derivatives based on individual equity stocks which allow investors and
speculators to deal in those stocks more cheaply.  Their pedigree goes back a long way (see Box 1),
though their recent history dates only from the 1970s and the start of financial futures trading.

The first equity derivatives were based on stock market indices such as the Financial Times All-
Share Index and the Standard & Poor’s 500.    These were broad indices, reflecting demand for highly
visible indicators of market movement which enabled investors to hedge their entire equity exposure.
But, over time, demand increased for more specialised indices which identified individual sectors or
regions, or even particular groups of stocks.    Eventually, this process of fragmentation whittled
equity derivatives down to instruments based on single stocks.
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As with most derivatives, single stock futures can serve three purposes, all in a finely
targeted way:

• to provide investors and traders with a way of hedging their market exposure;

• to give traders a way of speculating in the financial markets with high leverage; and

• to provide a tool for price discovery.

In all these cases, futures allow investors/traders to achieve their objectives relatively cheaply
(see examples in Box 2).   Under the margin system, investors only have to put up a fraction of
the value of the securities covered by the contract, compared to 100 per cent when they buy
shares in the underlying markets, and even 50 per cent in the US, where margin buying of shares
is common.     Where an exchange lists contracts based on foreign stocks, like Liffe, futures also
allow investors to gain an exposure to those stocks without incurring cross-border transaction
costs or getting involved with foreign settlement systems.   In the UK, there is the added plus
that investors do not have to pay the 1/2 per cent stamp duty because futures contracts do not
count as securities for tax purposes.

Futures also offer other advantages, such as the ability to short stocks relatively easily.  This
can be done simply by selling a contract, whereas in the cash market the short seller would have
to borrow the stock first, and might only be able to make the trade in certain conditions, e.g. after
an uptick in the share price.

The fineness of the single stock future also gives the investor the means to accomplish very
specific objectives, such as:

• playing one stock off against another (pairs or relative performance trading), for example
two stocks in the telecoms sector;

• rejigging an investment portfolio without actually buying or selling any stock (an investor
is often faced with the dilemma of wanting to switch one stock into another, while being
prevented from doing so by considerations such as cost or tax); or

• trading them as substitutes for the cash market.

SSFs are therefore of potential interest to both private and professional investors, and to
speculators.   In Hong Kong, where the Exchange has traded SSFs since March 1995, a market
survey in 1999/2000 showed that 70 per cent of the trades were for speculative purposes, and 30
per cent for hedging.  The Johannesburg market, Safex, estimates the breakdown to be only 10
per cent for speculation, 20 per cent for arbitrage and 70 per cent for deal structuring and
hedging.
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Of course, it is not quite as simple as the examples in Box 2 suggest.  An adverse price move
can just as easily create losses.  And there are other things to consider.

Unlimited losses:   An investor on the wrong side of a deal faces the risk of unlimited losses,
as when he sells an SSF and the price of the underlying stock begins to move strongly upward.
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However this risk is similar to that incurred by a dealer who shorts a stock in the cash market,
except that any use of leverage in a futures contract magnifies the losses.

Variation margin:  Although the investor only has to put up a portion of the total value of
the contract, the value of the contract is marked to market each day, and price changes have to
be made up either by additional payments from the investor or by refunds from the clearing
house.   So a sharp adverse move can place heavy financial demands on the investor, and if he
fails to pay up the position will be closed out by the clearing house at a loss.

Liquidity:  All trading is based on the assumption that there will be enough liquidity in the
markets when the moment comes to buy or sell.   This is a particular consideration with SSFs
because of their fragmented nature.  Theoretically, an SSF is as liquid as the underlying stock,
but in practice this is not the case because of various considerations such as hedging and
position funding costs.   As a result, spreads (i.e. the difference between bid and offered prices)
on SSFs can be wider than for the comparable stock on the underlying exchange.    The spread
on the Vodafone USF, for example, is about 1.5p versus a fraction of 1p in the cash market,
though this is offset by cost savings, e.g. absence of stamp duty on USFs.

Regulation:  One of the main concerns about
financial derivatives is the risk of dirty dealing.
This is something to which single stock-based
instruments are particularly vulnerable because
the price of individual securities is more open to
manipulation than more broadly-based
instruments.   This, in turn, affects the price and
behaviour of derivatives constructed around
them.   The effect can go in the opposite way as
well: derivative prices can be manipulated to
influence the price of the underlying stock.   So
the regulator has to be satisfied that trading is
clean in both the cash and derivative markets
because of the linkage between the two.

In countries like Sweden and the UK where
the derivative and securities markets are
regulated by the same authority, coordination
should present no problems.   It also seems to
work well in countries with split regulation, with
the notable exception of the US.

A potential difficulty arises when the share is regulated in one country and the derivative
based on it in another, as with the non-UK USFs listed by Liffe.   How can the investor be sure
that the non-UK stock trades in a clean market?    The short answer is that he cannot.  However
he can draw comfort from a number of things.  One is that common regulatory standards exist
between most advanced industrial countries, notably within the EU, on investment services.
Another is that the UK’s Financial Services Authority works closely with its opposite numbers
abroad.  A third is that Liffe has made arrangements to share trading information with the
exchanges and regulators of countries whose shares it uses for futures trading.  The fact
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remains, however, that some foreign securities markets have a less robust record of price
transparency than the UK market.

Shareholder rights:   Anyone who buys a stock has a wider set of expectations than someone
who trades currencies, interest rates or even stock indices: he becomes a shareholder with
rights to a dividend and a vote.    But none of these rights come with a future on a stock.   Does
this matter, and should it be reflected in the price of the future?

The answer is no and yes.  No, because the purpose in buying a stock is quite different from
buying its derivative.  In the first case, the investor is interested in a longer term investment, and
aims to get involved with the company.  In the second, the buyer is only interested in short term
considerations: a hedge, a speculative move.   But the answer is also yes because dividend
expectations are factored into the price of the future, even if the holder of the future will not
actually receive the payment.   Indeed, very fine calculations are made by traders about the
dividend implications of holding futures on a stock, even to the point of differentiating between
dividends which are paid gross or net of tax.   Any failure to price dividend expectations
correctly will open up  arbitrage opportunities for sharp traders who specialise in this esoteric
area.  The answer is also yes in a more technical sense: derivatives have to be adjusted to reflect
rights issues, stock splits etc.

Settlement:   Very few financial derivative contracts run to maturity: they are usually offset
with an opposite trade.   But if they do, there is the question of how they should be settled.
Technically, this should be with physical delivery of the assets stated in the contract.  But this
is not always possible or convenient, particularly with share indices, and many financial
derivatives are therefore settled with the cash equivalent.   In stock futures, most of the exchanges
settle in kind.  Liffe is one of the few that settles in cash, arguing that this is simpler, particularly
in the case of cross-border trades, and relieves investors of the inconvenience of taking delivery
of securities that they probably don’t really want.  But Liffe intends to offer a separate contract
for those preferring to settle in kind.
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Equities were late-comers to the derivative scene, and they still play a small part in the overall
business.    As shown in Table 1, the bulk of financial derivative trading is accounted for by
interest rates, with approximately two thirds of the notional amounts outstanding in OTC dealing
at the global level.  This reflects the fast-growing use of hedging techniques by the corporate
and investment world, and the evolution of new instruments such as interest rate swaps.
Conversely, currency derivative volumes levelled out in the late 1990s because of falling volatility
in the foreign exchange markets, and the elimination of currency risk in much of Europe with the
introduction of the euro.

Growth of equity derivatives:  The equity derivative sector is minute by comparison, the
notional amounts outstanding amounting to around $1.9 trillion at the end of 2000, compared to
over $60 trillion in the interest rate market.  (Derivative numbers tend to be vast because a single
contract can cover a large amount of underlying asset.)

However the point about equity derivative trading is that it showed a strong upward trend in
the 1990s, virtually doubling in size between 1997 and 2000, making it the fastest-growing
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segment of the market, though once the equity markets became more nervous in 2000, trading
volumes became more volatile, and even started falling.

The earlier growth stemmed from a number of factors.   One was the bull market itself, and the
growing interest which this fuelled among investors for equity-based products.   Another was
the spread of the “equity” culture beyond its usual territory in “Anglo-Saxon” markets and into
new ones, particularly in Continental and East Europe.

A third was the dramatic shift in the balance between the use of debt and equity as a source
of finance, particularly in the US.    As illustrated by Table 2, the ratio of US equity to government
debt rose from 1.4:1 to 4.2:1 over the ten years from 1990 to 2000, helped by the fall-off in US
government borrowing and the rise in equity issuance.
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Structure of the equity derivatives market:    The bulk of equity-based derivative trading consists
of options on index-based contracts and individual stocks rather than of futures contracts.  This is
mainly because of the popularity of options, and the long-standing ban on certain types of equity-
related futures in the US.   The absence of widely traded SSFs has also spawned substitutes in the
OTC markets, such as equity swaps, forwards and contracts for differences which can be structured
to provide equivalent economic exposure.

Single stock futures:  Formalised, exchange-based trading in SSFs began in Sweden in the late
1980s when OM Group, a company that manufactures exchange technology, sought to challenge
the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s monopoly of equity trading by offering derivatives based on
Sweden’s most popular shares.   This bold initiative sparked bitter rivalry between the two institutions.
But OM Group’s innovative approach won out: OM persuaded the exchange to enter into an
alliance, and eventually took it over.  Since then, 14 other exchanges have launched SSFs in over 200
stocks, mostly ones listed on the local market.  (And some, like OM, had to overcome fierce resistance
from their local exchanges, eg Safex from the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.   SSFs are not always
welcome because they threaten the trading monopoly enjoyed by many traditional exchanges.)

However, the volume of SSF trading remains tiny, less than 1 per cent of financial derivative
trading, by most estimates.   Table 4, showing trading volumes in stock-related derivatives on world
exchanges, puts SSFs in context.  The thin black layers at the top of the 1999 and 2000 columns mark
virtually all the SSF trading that was done in those two years.    In fact, trading was so low in the late
1990s that Copenhagen’s FUTOP, which had been trading three stock futures, decided to drop them
in September 1998.  Since then, though, FUTOP has had a change of heart, and re-launched 10 single
stock futures contracts in June 2001.
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However, these comparisons are not entirely justified, since the true measure of SSFs’ success
is not how they perform compared to other derivatives, with which they have little in common,
but how they match up to trading in the underlying markets for which they provide a substitute.

The early trading in Liffe’s new USFs suggested that they had got off to a modest start in
London: in the first year, about 2.5m contracts were traded representing some 650m shares
against a background of equity markets that measure their daily turnover in billions of shares
(see Table 5).  However, there have been days when USF trading volume has reached a sizeable
proportion of trading in the underlying security - over ten per cent in some cases (see Table 6).
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Why have these markets been so small?   Clearly, the reason is not the absence of favourable
conditions, because the equity boom of the 1990s did not produce a huge increase in SSF
trading.   Statistics from one of Europe’s more active exchanges to date, OM Stockholm, show
volumes peaking with the collapse of the high-technology equity market in the spring of 2000,
and then maintaining high but volatile levels for a while before falling away sharply in 2001 (see
Table 7). However, that begs the question whether the subsequent bear market could prove
more propitious to SSFs as defensive instruments, because of their hedging capabilities

The exchanges themselves report other possible reasons for low volumes.  Investors find
them unfamiliar and risky, brokers do not market them aggressively because they earn more fees
from dealing in the underlying stocks, and there is no tradition of approaching individual stocks
through the derivatives market.

A more upbeat reason may be that their time has not yet come.  If the evolutionary pattern of
financial derivatives shows a steady breakdown into ever more specialised products, then the
SSF will be one of the last creatures to emerge: an instrument focused not on broad market
movements, or even a class of security, but on one specific security.     Furthermore, its
evolutionary momentum has undoubtedly been held back by the US ban.  The lifting of that
ban, and the increasingly sophisticated demands of investors are both reasons for believing
that SSFs could become more popular.
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Single stock futures have only had limited success so far.    Are they likely to catch on now that
bigger exchanges are getting in on the act?  The following points will help answer the question.

What have futures got that existing equity derivatives haven’t?  If SSFs are to succeed, they
must offer something that other equity derivatives do not.   Some alternative products, such as
swaps, forwards, synthetic futures and contracts for difference are substitutes for straight SSFs,
particularly in the US, and should wither away if SSFs can provide a cheaper and more streamlined
alternative. Most of these alternatives are not exchange traded, so considerations such as price
transparency, counterparty risk and liquidity are less certain.

The real question is what SSFs offer over existing single stock options, which are popular and
widely available in the US, European and Far Eastern markets, and over the cash market itself.

As mentioned earlier, options give investors the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell
securities. This makes them different in several ways, to the point where it is even misleading to
suggest that they are comparable.
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Apart from pure speculation, the
purpose of an option is to provide
insurance against an unwanted price
movement, for the cost of a premium.
A futures deal, by contrast, provides
direct leveraged exposure to the stock,
which can be used to trade the stock
short term without putting up the full
price, or to create an offsetting position
to an exposure in the cash market, i.e.
hedging.

The price behaviour of the two is
very different.  Where futures move in
step with the underlying stock, the price
of an option is affected by other
considerations such as time decay and
volatility (i.e. what is the likelihood that
the option will be exercised?), and does
not provide this certainty.

Futures are also cheaper, and
typically less cash intensive.     All the
trader has to put up is the margin,
whereas an option buyer has to pay a
premium and possibly also a margin
depending on local requirements.
Furthermore, to obtain the full hedging coverage offered by a future, the option trader would
have to go “deep in the money”, which is expensive.

So a future appeals to the speculator looking for quick and cheap exposure: it is essentially
a substitute for the cash market.  However, futures also have disadvantages: they only provide
market exposure, not insurance, and for some investors this may not be suitable.   They are also
less useful for creating structured deals (i.e. those triggered by certain price movements but not
by others), which are very much the stock in trade of today’s “financial engineers”, though they
could be used to hedge deals put together in the OTC market.

Do SSFs meet the market’s needs?  Clearly yes, insofar as investors need hedging products,
and SSFs perform a function which is distinct from that offered by options or index-based
derivatives.  They also bring down the cost of gaining equity exposure.   However cross-border
SSFs, such as the USF contracts offered by Liffe in non-UK stocks, cater to a further dimension:
the growing internationalisation of investment.  USFs allow investors to buy foreign shares
without having to enter into a cross-border transaction or a foreign settlement system.    There
are clearly cost advantages to this, though the added flexibility may turn out to be the greater
long-term advantage as investors come to view their portfolio on an industry/sectoral rather
than national basis.

Will retail investors learn to love SSFs?  There is certainly potential in this area: private
investors are becoming more numerous, more sophisticated, and more interested in speculative
techniques, and they are more likely to be interested in derivatives on stocks than on currencies
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and interest rates.  The equity culture is spreading in Europe.   Furthermore the largest market of
all, the US with over 20m private investors, remains completely untapped - a unique phenomenon
in the securities business.

The evidence from existing SSF exchanges is mixed.   Safex, for example, estimates that 99 per
cent of trades originate from the institutional or professional side.    The most recent survey of
the Hong Kong market (in 2000) produced the following breakdown of transactions:

Registered trader: 30.5%
Local retail investor 27.7%
Local institutional investor 41.8%

At OM Stockholm, a market with a stronger tradition of retail involvement in derivative
trading, the retail proportion is said to be over 50 per cent, though no firm numbers are available.
In the US, where the retail investor might be expected to be an active player, William Brodsky,
the chairman of the Chicago Board Options Exchange, said in early 2001 that he thought
professional rather than retail interest would dominate the field.

Liffe’s USF strategy is based heavily on the expectation that SSFs will appeal to the retail
investor, and it has designed its contracts accordingly, viz by keeping the contract size down to
as little as 100 shares in some cases.   This view stems partly from the fact that retail investors
are more interested in equity markets than in the interest rate or currency markets, and want
ways to make more of their investments.   But Liffe also believes that the SSF market will be the
only derivative market where professional and private investors can operate on an equal footing
(the other derivative markets having contract characteristics which discourage small deals).

One issue is whether SSFs are right for the retail investor.  Clearly, they entail a higher level
of risk, and require a fuller understanding than direct investment in stocks.   However this is
essentially a suitability issue, and regulations in most countries (including the UK) require
brokers to consider the suitability of the products they offer to their clients.   One concern
among US regulators is that brokers will try to market SSFs to private investors as a cheaper way
to invest in equities, and play down the risks.  If so, the enforcement of suitability rules will have
to be tightened up.

SSFs clearly have both hedging and speculative appeal for private investors, and Liffe is
probably right to see scope for growth in the area, though the products will have to overcome
the hurdles of understanding and risk, which are not inconsiderable.

��������
������	

If the advantages of SSFs include the ability to trade in a stock away from its home base, and
to avoid the tax liability created by trading in the cash market, there are also disadvantages from
a wider social point of view.    Essentially, SSFs give investors and traders a way to engage in tax
and regulatory arbitrage from which either the tax or the regulatory authorities could be the
losers.   So unless SSFs create compensating efficiency gains in other areas, the economy as a
whole could be worse off.
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Do they provide those gains?   Yes, to the extent that they provide a cheaper proxy for actual
share trading, and thereby make the equity markets more efficient.    Yes also in that they make
it easier to sell stock short, and thereby compensate for the markets’ well-documented “buy”
bias, which causes prices to adjust more rapidly to good news than to bad news.    Whether
these wholly offset the negatives would be very hard to calculate.   It is certainly the case that
no regulator has ever barred equity derivatives because they are anti-social, only because of
very specific regulatory concerns.

���������	�
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A major consideration with all derivatives is how they impact the underlying markets: do
they make them more volatile, do they affect their liquidity?

In the early days of financial derivative trading, there were big concerns in this area because
the links were poorly understood, and the timing of derivative contract maturities was ill-
coordinated, viz the famous “witching hours” on Wall Street.

However since then, studies have tended to show that the creation of a derivative boosts the
volume of trading in the underlying asset, and enhances its liquidity – at least in bonds and
indices   Although no one has yet made a study of the impact of SSFs on the underlying stock,
the Hong Kong Exchange, which trades 19 SSFs, concluded from a study of equity index futures
that there were no volatility effects.   Safex says the existence of a derivative can even reduce
volatility in the underlying stock by absorbing some of the market pressure.

One would therefore expect the launch of a future to enhance the liquidity of the underlying
stock.  If so, it would be good news for the companies whose stocks have derivatives constructed
on them.   Although exchanges do not need companies’ permission to create derivatives on
their stocks, most corporate treasurers would welcome such a move if it generated greater
trading interest in their securities.  However, it should be stressed that academic research in this
area has not been wholly conclusive.

Fears have also been voiced that SSFs could cause investors to desert the cash markets: why
incur the cost of trading real stocks when you can gain the exposure more cheaply by trading
the derivatives?   In practice there are regulations which prevent certain types of institutional
investors from trading derivatives, and many of them, for example pension funds, need to hold
real assets to meet their liabilities; so the cash markets look safe.

���������	�
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The derivatives business is enormously competitive, not least among the exchanges
themselves.   An important question is where and how SSFs will be traded, and which exchanges
will end up profiting from this new business.

• Will SSFs cluster round the exchanges where the underlying stock is listed, or
• will trading flow to the specialist derivative exchanges, and if so
• will the market concentrate on a single exchange, or spread out among many?
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The first question focuses on whether there is value for investors in being able to trade
futures on a stock away from its home base, but among other international SSFs.   For example,
will Microsoft futures trade better alongside the cash market in the US, or in the company of
other international high-technology stock futures at Liffe?  In the increasingly borderless world
of equity trading (at least at the level we are talking about), the market context may matter more
than the geographical location: if you want to trade exposure to global technology stocks, it
may make more sense to do it through Liffe where you can choose between a dozen top names
from all over the world, than through a US exchange where the choice might be limited to local
names (an idea that Liffe seems to be reaching for by calling its stock futures “Universal”).  On
the other hand, an investor trading Microsoft futures will also have a close interest in the
underlying stock, and may feel more comfortable trading close to the cash market.

The fact, however, is that the early initiatives in this field have been taken, not by stock
exchanges but by derivative exchanges, setting a pattern for trading to develop in a derivative
rather than cash market context.

If this is the direction in which we are heading, which exchanges will attract the business?

To date, the running in SSFs has been made by a dozen small exchanges, none of which have
managed to make a huge success of the product, with the possible exception of Spain’s Meff
which has seen high volumes in a limited range of SSFs (eg Telefonica).   However even Meff’s
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success is very localised, which suggests that the field is still open for a single exchange to
establish dominance at an international level (see Table 9).

As the first major exchange to launch cross-border SSFs, Liffe is well-placed to seize this
position: it has a strong international menu of stocks, a powerful electronic trading platform in
Liffe-CONNECT, and a joint venture with Nasdaq to cover the key US end of the market.   It
could also benefit from the “winner-takes-all” tendency of the derivatives business: trading
usually gravitates towards the market offering the greatest volumes and liquidity.    However
this tendency is also subject to the vagaries of the international derivative business which is
capable of migrating from one exchange to another if it offers a better deal.
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The as-yet-unknown factor is how the entry of the US exchanges will impact the market.
Unusually, the country’s three leading derivative exchanges, the Chicago Board Options Exchange,
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and the Chicago Board of Trade – all fierce rivals – joined forces
to launch a single electronic exchange to handle SSFs.     They will be powerful competitors,
coming as they do from the birthplace of financial futures trading and the home of many of the
world’s largest stocks, though a weakness may be their relative lack of experience in electronic
dealing compared to the European exchanges.    The American Stock Exchange (Amex) has also
announced plans.

Liffe, now part of the Euronext group which includes the Amsterdam exchange with its small
SSF business, could build up enough of a lead during 2002 to make it difficult for the Americans to
catch up.  If so, the US markets will heap recriminations on their warring regulators for holding up
progress for so long.  But Liffe has blown a good lead before, when it lost the Bund contract to
Frankfurt in 1998, and its success is far from guaranteed.

Nor at the time of writing had Frankfurt-based Eurex made its intentions clear, though it said it
was considering plans for SSFs.  Under the winner-takes-all rule, it might have difficulty getting
into the race, particularly since Liffe has already created contracts in the very blue chip stocks that
it would need to attract business, e.g. Deutsche Telekom, Siemens and DaimlerChrysler.    But
another possibility is that it could forge an alliance of its own with a US exchange along Liffe-
Nasdaq lines.

�
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The surge of interest in SSFs marks another important stage in the evolution of financial
instruments.   But their success is far from assured because so few exchanges and investors have
direct experience of them.  The following questions deal with the main issues.

1. Do SSFs serve a useful purpose?
Yes.  As equity trading grows, so does the need for hedging products, particularly those able

to target finer objectives: portfolio rebalancing, index tracking etc.   Although there is already a
wide range of equity-based derivatives (stock indices, single stock options, CfDs etc), SSFs offer
a cheaper, simpler way of achieving certain fundamental and increasingly sought objectives, viz
hedging, speculation, and short-term trading.

2.  Are they excessively risky?
Much of the negative US debate can be discounted here: although it was said to be about

controlling risk, the real issue was that the US regulatory structure was not designed to cope with
SSFs.  That failing has now been corrected.    SSFs are now fully regulated in all major markets.
However SSFs do carry risks: they can expose investors to unlimited, leveraged losses.   Also,
they are capable of being presented in ways that exaggerate their advantages (i.e. their capital
efficiency, low cost and flexibility) without making enough of those risks.   That doesn’t make
them excessively risky, but it does advise caution and suitability.

3.  Are SSFs right for retail investors?
Yes, provided the suitability test is applied.    They are sound and useful instruments, well

regulated, and offered by reputable exchanges.   They also enable retail investors to achieve
objectives which are increasingly appropriate for the private individual in the areas of hedging,
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speculation and the more sophisticated trading strategies.   But they are not for the faint-
hearted or untutored.    In practice, it will probably take the more adventurous and iconoclastic
US private investor to open up the field.

4. Will SSFs succeed as a product?
Yes.  The points in favour are: an identified need for them, backing from top brand names, and

strong underlying favourable trends (growth of equity culture, growing demand for targeted
derivative products, opening up of US market).   The points against are uninspiring track record
so far (but arguably due to very localised backing), and a need to engage the private investor,
which could prove more challenging.

Of the points in favour, much the most important is the opening up of the US market, and the
entry of the traditionally more open-minded American dealer/investor.   This is literally the
financial equivalent of opening up the floodgates.  But the expansion of equity markets elsewhere
in the world will lend strong support.

5.  How will competition between exchanges work out?
SSF trading is likely to be concentrated in derivative rather than stock exchanges, and volumes

will gravitate towards those exchanges offering the best liquidity.   Although many local
exchanges have been trading SSFs for some years, the field is still open for larger exchanges to
dominate what is likely to become an increasingly international business.   Liffe has been able to
establish an early lead thanks to its timely entry with a strong range of international stocks - and
the absence of competition from either the US or Europe.    But the large US derivative exchanges
will also present formidable competition which could still influence the final shape of the market.

 �������
��	

SSFs have been portrayed in this report as a new stage in the evolution of financial derivatives
– which is certainly the case.   But they could be more than that: they could radically alter the
dynamics of equity investing.

The more global that markets become, the more that investors take an active interest in their
holdings, and the more value is at stake on stock exchanges, the more investors will want ways
to manage their affairs quickly and cheaply.   This report has stressed the efficiency of dealing
in stocks through SSFs.  Equally important, though, is the fact that users of Liffe and the US
exchanges will be able to deal in large numbers of stocks from leading industrial countries
through a single exchange and settlement system.  This is very new.

Another aspect, also underrated, is the opportunity that SSFs give professional investors to
create very refined portfolios, even building their own indices.     The leverage possibilities
could also draw hedge funds more deeply into the equity area, which would have a huge impact.
Further out, exchanges could begin offering totally flexible contracts which allow traders to
write their own terms.  In this sense, SSFs as currently offered are not the ultimate derivative,
only a step down the road.   The possibilities are huge, but as yet only dimly perceived.
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Single stock futures offered by Liffe’s Universal Stock Future (USF) programme as of October 31, 2001
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Single stock futures offered by OneChicago

American International Group (AIG)

American Express (AXP)

AOL Time Warner, Inc. (AOL)

Applied Materials (AMAT)

AT&T Corporation (T)

Bank One (ONE)

Cisco Systems, Inc. (CSCO)

Citigroup, Inc. (C)

Dell Computer Corporation (DEL)

eBay, Inc. (EBAY)

EMC Corporation (EMC)

General Electric Company (GE)

Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (GS)

Intel Corporation (INTC)

International Business Machines Corporation (IBM)

Johnson & Johnson (JNJ)

J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. (JPM)

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (MER)

Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co. (MWD)

Motorola, Inc. (MOT)

Nokia Corporation ADR (NOK)

Oracle Corporation (ORCL)

Pfizer (PFE)

Philip Morris (MO)

QUALCOMM, Inc. (QCOM)

Sun Microsytems (SUNW)

Siebel Systems, Inc. (SEBL)

Texas Instruments Incorporated (TXN)

VERITAS Software Corporation (VRTS)



David Lascelles is co-director of the CSFI.  Most of his earlier career was with the Financial
Times where he was New York bureau chief and Banking Editor.     He now divides his time
between helping to run the CSFI and lecturing at the ISMA Centre, Reading University, Europe’s
leading post-graduate institution for investment banking.
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Abbey National
Accenture

Barclays Group
Citigroup

EFG Private Bank Limited
International Securities Market Association

JP Morgan Chase
Merrill Lynch

Newsdesk Communications
PricewaterhouseCoopers

UBS Warburg

Alliance & Leicester
AMS

Andersen
Aon

Bank of England
British Telecommunications plc

City & Financial
CGNU plc

Corporation of London
CRESTCo

Deloitte Consulting
Deutsche Bank

DTI/OST
Ernst & Young

factor-e
Financial Services Authority

Fitch Ratings
GISE AG

Halifax plc
HM Treasury

HSBC Holdings plc
INVESTEC

ISMA Centre, University of Reading
KPMG Management Consulting

LIFFE
Lloyd’s of London
Logica Consulting

London Stock Exchange
MilleniumAssociates AG

Misys International Banking Systems
Moody’s Risk Management

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
National Savings
PA Consulting

Premchand Roychand & Sons
Prudential plc

Reuters
Royal Bank of Scotland

Securities Institute
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Group

Swiss Re New Markets
Virt-x

Banking Code Standards Board
Bankgesellschaft Berlin

Brigade Electronics
Canadian High Commission

Capclear
Chown Dewhurst LLP

City Consultants
Finance & Leasing Association
Futures & Options Association

GCI Financial
IFSL

Lombard Street Research
Merlin Financial Communications

Record Currency Management
Schroders

SERM Rating Agency
Stuchfield Consultancy

TRW Investment Management
Z/Yen
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